Basic safety course

Present organisation

• 2 courses in French every Tuesday morning
• 2 courses in English every Tuesday afternoon
• Duration of the course: 1.30 hour
• In English, there is only 2 instructors available

• The attendees are writing their name on a paper, they do not sign
• Fire brigade sends this list to registration service in 55 building

• There is no registration to the course in advance

• The basic safety course is available in: French, English, Italian and Russian
Basic safety course organisation : new procedure

• A video projected in registration building 55
• Today, course available every day at 14.00 and at 15.00 in English
• Duration of the video : 50 minutes
• Content of the course : same slides as used today + video on real situations
• Available in French before the end of the year

• The individuals will validate their attendance to the course immediately at the end of the course (card reader)
Advantages of the new organisation

• Better follow-up and commitment of individuals
• Better availability
• Better use of resources
• Better traceability
Future evolution

• Implementation of a course evaluation
• Development of the course in several languages like Russian, Italian
• Development of a web version
• Possibility of interactivity